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Abstract: In this paper, We have analysed the real-time acquisition of ECG signals and concatenated with 
the intelligent devices Arduino for better service for the desired pupils suffering from heart misfunctioning. 
The ECG signals are processed, stored and transmitted to the target location in real-time. It can be 
processed offline as well as online. However, the main aim to review the current state of the Monitoring 
Device where it extensive depth analysis to finding in the area of smart health Monitoring for the ease of 
patient and the doctors. Moreover, the paper concludes that our health Monitoring Device will be 
prevalently implemented with home environment monitoring and control systems and the sensor ( 
AD8232) is usually do for a few minutes and it is a painless or help to diagnosis much common heart 
problem of all age peoples.  
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1. Introduction 
In the present time, people suffering from heart diseases are increasing so much. In India, many 
lives are affected because of a lack of knowledge in diagnostic awareness. The 
electrocardiogram (ECG) is the most commonly used diagnostic test for measuring the electrical 
activity of the heartbeat in the medical field. It was discovered by William Eintheon in 1895.It 
is a diagnostic tool that is used to measure and record the electric activity related to cardiac 
contraction of the heart in fastidious detail. it is a non-invasive, painless test with quick results. 
With the help of this information, we can easily get to know about the conditions of the heart’s 
status. These conditions can vary from minor to life-threatening. It is an easy and affordable test 
that is used generally in the assessment of the patient with pain in the chest with zero risks to 
the patient. The ECG is the cornerstone for making the decision for eligibility for thrombolytic 
therapy. An ECG is basically a chronicle of the electrical movement on the body surface 
produced by the heart muscles. An ECG info is collected by electrodes placed at the selected 
location on the patient’s body then it shows the result In the form of ECG waveform on a monitor 
window. Most of the ECG devices are very expensive. There are some low coast devices that 
are also available but they are not much accurate. Most hospitals and diagnostic centres in India 
use incorporated devices designed to measure the body pressurecirculatory strain and pulse of 
the patient. Although such devices are valuable, their cost is usually uneconomical. This paper 
depicts the design of an ECG monitoring system which monitors ECG subject by using Arduino 
ECG sensor ad823 module and heartbeat pulse sensor we sticking an electrode On the arms and 
then showing the ECG on the monitor window. 
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2. Literature review 

Ashlesha A. Patil et al [2].implementation of IoT based smart health care system which is used 
for the purpose of patient health monitoring and chose a cloud server to save data and 
transmitted to the PC and versatile for family and specialist reference 
Matthew D’Souza et al  [3].it informs the data accessed and control by a handheld device 
operated by medical participations it explores and compares the performance of real-time 
acquisition for patient ECG signal  
Daniel Lucani et al [5]. gadget can get, store and transmit ECG sign to PC base stage or 
exceptionally arrange with web abilities to remote observing stations Mirza Mansoor Baig et al 
[9].a review of the smart health monitoring system and overview of there design and modelling   
 

3. Methodology 
 

Block Diagram Represent of ECG Signal Condition or Filtration 

                                   

Fig.1 Block diagram 

Here the ECG signal which has 3 electrodes connected with the AD8232 ECG module and pulse 
sensor with  Arduino micro-controller to processing the biometric signal from the human body. 
Arduino is responsible for the operation it will check all the inputs are proper or not then it 
shows the “Normal” or “Abnormal” activity of the heart. 

Signal Acquisition Stage  
The AD8232 module breaks out nine associations, for example, SDN, LO+, LO-, OUTPUT, 
3.3V, GND outfit central pins were work with an Arduino or other improvement board. These 
sheets are RA (Right Arm), LA (Left Arm), and RL (Right Leg) pins to join and use your own 
one of a kind custom sensors. In addition, there is a LED marker light that will throb to the 
rhythm of a heartbeat. The AD8232 is a planned sign moduling deter for ECG and other 
biopotential estimation applications. It is expected to separate, upgrade, and channel little 
biopotential signals inside seeing boisterous conditions, for instance, those made by 



development or remote anode course of action. This is a monetarily wise board used to measure 
the electrical development of the heart. This electrical development can be laid out as an ECG. 
ECGs can be extremely uproarious, the AD8232 Single Lead Heart Rate Monitor goes about as 
an activity amp to help get a sensible sign from the PR and QT Intervals successfully. 
 
Application  
 
AD8232 is an incorporated sign moduling hinder for ECG which configuration to separate 
intensify, and channel little biopotential 

 

  
 

 Fig 3. ECG Module (AD8232) 
 
 
 
Pulse Sensor 

Heartbeat Sensor is a well-organized fitting and-play beat sensor for Arduino essential thing 
heartbeat sensor involves a light-transmitting diode and a locator like a light perceiving resistor 
or a photodiode. The heartbeat thumps cause an assortment in the movement of blood to 
different zones of the body. The proportion of light held depends upon the blood volume in that 
tissue It. in light of the of photoplethysmography where heart beat rate is to be checked, the 
arranging of the thumps is progressively critical. 

Application 

• This sensor is used for sleep tracking or we can say that live heart information into the 
monitoring window    

• This sensor is used for anxiety monitoring with having there optical amplifying and 
noise elimination. 

• For health band is used and this sensor work by the fingertip which is connected with 
the Arduino board. 

 

Signal Conditioning Stage  



Arduino Uno is a microcontroller to install the program.there are many types of Arduino that 
have their own different software. Here we were using an 8-bit microcontroller board called AT 
mega 328 which is having 14 digital input/output. The atmega328 contains a 10-piece dynamic 
theory ADC with testing repeat running from 10 kHz to 200 kHz  

The force pins are as per the following: Vin – The information voltage to the Arduino and supply 
voltage can utilize this pin. 5V – This pin yield a managed 5V from the controller on the board. 
3.3V – A 3.3V stockpile created by the on-board controller. The most extreme current draw is 
50mA. GND – Ground pin 

 

Application 

• This is used for making obstacle avoiding robot  
• Automatic opening dustbin using ultrasonic sensor 
• For making Drones we use this application  
• For home automation or security device we used this application  

 

Fig 4 Arduino Uno 

4. Result and Discussion 

We put the electrode on the human body that will sense the normal and abnormal activity which 
shows by the help of Arduino and sensor on the monitor window in the waveform of the ECG 
signal. 

The output connection is shown in fig  

 



 

Fig 5. Picture of circuit 

 

Fig 6. Connection circuit 

 
The typical ECG extend is 120-200 ms. it is up to 120ms where 3 little square on ECG paper 
anyway QT interim which estimated from the main diversion of QRX complex and with T wave. 



 

Fig 7.output screen of ECG normal signal 

 

The electrical activities in ECG which show now and then an ECG irregularity is a typical 
variety of heart mood which doesn't influence your wellbeing. Where it will increase or 
disturbed the signal get fluctuated which shows some the emergency of heart attack    

 

 



Fig 8. The output of the abnormal waveform 

Abnormal pulse rate is diagnosed by ECG readout where some irregular heartbeat rhythm 
maybe low 40-60 bpm  

Due to poor blood circulation in the body which cause the heart rhythm inappropriate or. due 
to that dizziness, palpitation founding in the chest, etc they may even cause sudden cardiac 
death  

  

Fig 9. Abnormal pulse rate 

 

The normal pulse rate of the children (age 6 to 15) 70-100bpm 

For an adult (age 18 and over) 60-100bpm 

 
 



 

Fig10. Normal pulse rate 

 

5. Conclusion and Future Prospect 

This experiment result shows on the basis of the signal analysis that the ECG signals can be 
filtered and will be monitored with cheaper price, much accurate in readings, user-friendly and 
very easy to use for the common people. We can enhance this system by using IoT base to make 
it more intelligent we can make an Android app which tells us about the situation of our heart 
and whenever it is abnormal it alerts the doctor as well as patient. 
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